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engaging students through space science  

engaging students through robotics 

potential  ideas for the 

future 

This presentation focuses on: 



Science Education in a State of Crisis? 

Source: (Ainley, Kos & Nicholas, 2008) 

Year 12 Science Participation in Australian Schools, 1980 – 2007 



Analysis of the Websites of the top 120 Victorian Secondary 
Schools (June 2013) – Featured Programs/Subjects 



Share of STEM Talent: Emerging and Developed Economies 



STEM Degrees as a Percentage of All Degrees (2011) 



Changing Student Attitudes to STEM Education 

• Specialist Science & Mathematics Schools 

• Specialist STEM Centres 

• Access to Cutting-Edge Facilities 

• Science by Doing 

• Scientists in Schools 

• School-Based Programs  (involving university and industry mentors) 

Australian Synchrotron VSSEC School-Based Programs inspired by ...  



Engaging 

students 

through 

Space 

Science 



Model rockets obey all three of Newton’s Laws of 

Motion 

How can the rocket’s altitude be determined? 



Water rockets make an ideal extended practical 

investigation 

Variables considered include: volume (bottle and water); shape; 

pressure; aerodynamics; fins; “exhaust” velocity; nozzle design; 

etc 



Resident Scientist – Martin Harris – “Methane” Balloons 



Students delve more deeply into the 

science of flight, learning about 

payload limitations, ‘g’ forces, design 

approval and safety processes 

KDS Alumni return as Resident Scientists 



Modular design: sensors; 

controller; & transmitter 

Receiver system: 

Yagi antenna 

CanSat: A Satellite in a Soda Can 



Atmospheric Sounding & Rate of Descent 
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Data Logging and Analysis 

Pressure modelling does not match the data received. Why?   



A comparison of CanSat with the BoM’s radiosonde 



CanSat-Based Classroom Activity: Interpreting Graphs 

What three questions could be answered using the graph? 



Prototyping an Airbag Landing 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d1/Airbags.jpg


• Design, build, fly competition 

• Mirrors a typical aerospace program but on a smaller scale 

• Each team launches an autonomous CanSat 

• When deployed the CanSat is required to complete a 

number of missions 

C’Space: An International CanSat Competition 

DGA-EM Facility, 

Biscarrosse, France 





Three small CubeSats float above the Earth after deployment 

from the International Space Station. Astronaut Rick 

Mastracchio tweeted the photo from the station on Nov. 19, 

2013. 

CanSat: Future Potential 



APRSAF: Water Rockets 



Asia-Pacific Regional Space Agency Forum established to 

enhance/promote space activities in the Asia-Pacific region. 



The students placed an Arduino (microprocessor) in the nose of 

the water rocket. An IMU (gyroscope) was connected to 

determine the stability of the water rocket’s flight. 



Engaging 

students 

through 

Robotics 



FIRST® LEGO League – Nature’s Fury (2013) 

According to the United Nations, nearly 3 billion people 

worldwide have been affected by natural disasters since 2000, 

and caused nearly 2 trillion dollars in damage.  



Industry experts take a 

keen interest in the work 

done by the students 



VYPT: Bright Waves 

Illuminate a water tank. When there are waves on the water 

surface, you can see bright and dark patterns on the bottom of 

the tank. Study the relation between the waves and the pattern. 

LEGO NXT used to create waves 



Incident Ray 

Refracted Ray 

Focal Point 

Caustics 

Tangent line 

Normal Line 

LEGO NXT used to create the waves in the study of caustics 



• “Varsity” sport for the mind 

• Students program and 

remotely control a robot of 

their own design 

• Robots are designed and 

built in six weeks, with 

limited time & resources 

• Learn and use sophisticated 

software and hardware 

• Students meet and work 

with industry experts and 

academic researchers 

• Game rules change every 

year!! 

FIRST® Robotics Competition (FRC) 



Commemorating the 40th anniversary of the first moon landing, 

Lunacy was played on a low traction surface. 

2009 Challenge – Lunacy 



Rebound Rumble shakes up your perception of basketball, as 

teams attempt to score as many baskets as possible. 

2012 Challenge – Rebound Rumble 



Ultimate Ascent is the “ultimate” game of frisbee. 

2013 Challenge – Ultimate Ascent 



Industry mentors add a new dimension to the programs 



BAE Systems mentor running a 
pneumatics workshop for 
students participating in the 
robotics program 

Sam and Matt from BAE Systems 
running a LabView workshop for the 
CanSat and Robotics teams 



Prototyping 

Two counter rotating 

wheels eject ball 

Simplified system 

for climbing first 

rung of pyramid 



BAE mentor Matt and 

Swinburne University mentor 

Devon conduct a final check 

Rockwell Automation’s Helder 

Paulini locks up the robot 

Final Inspection and Robot Lockup 



Summary of KDS STEM Programs 



The E in STEM 

• Students should be encouraged and inspired to want to 
do their best 

• Engineering connects science, technology, and 
mathematics 

• Presence of practising engineers ensures that programs 
are implemented effectively 



Student Feedback 

“The Robotics program is a really fun 
way to learn how to work with the 
same materials and command 
systems used in the real world. You 
can sit in a classroom and learn from 
a book, but we learn stuff they don’t 
teach in classrooms.” 

– Year 10 Student 

“A massive highlight is being involved 
in the whole process of seeing our 
little idea on a piece of paper through 
to driving it [robot] around. We don't 
have many girls in our team, but the 
boys are definitely there for me when I 
need them, and treat me as one of 
their close mates!” 

– Year 10 Student 



“Competing as one of only six girls in 
the University level International 
CanSat competition last year in 
France showed me what I want to do 
with my future. I like that the boys 
come to me for help with Physics.” 

– Year 12 Student 

“Not sure what I want to do yet as a 
career. But I am enjoying the 
robotics. Just wish I could do more.” 
  
“I didn't know what engineering was 
until I became involved.”  

– Year 8 (all-girls secondary school) 



Impact of STEM Programs on School Community 

Impact on School Community includes: 

• New Science and Technology precinct to be built as part of the 
school’s $20 million re-development (scheduled for end of 2015) 

• New subject, Systems Engineering, to be offered for first time in 
2015 to Year 11 students 



Growth in Participant Numbers in the KDS STEM Programs 



Potential 

Ideas for the 

Future 



The Raspberry Pi 

• Traditional computing devices are locked down  

• Students interaction often limited to closed platforms with 
graphical user interfaces (GUIs) 

• Considerable computing power packed into a footprint no larger 
than a credit card 

• Upload movies 

• Word-process homework 

• Design web pages 

• Play games 



Arduino variants include the “LilyPad” which allows students 
to design and construct computers that can be worn 

e-Textiles 



The 64th International Astronautical Congress 

The effects on math achievement and attitudes when 
incorporating satellite education in a 4th grade classroom.  

Students utilise weather images to better understand Earth’s weather 
systems (e.g. cloud formation and forecasting).  

WXtoImg Software 



Microgravity experiments with sailplanes: educational 
benefits of a parabolic flight campaign with school students 

Student changing 

the experiment 

Glider with the “microgravity” 

experiment on board 



“From Blue to Red” – The First Human Mission to Mars 

• project designed to integrate the arts and sciences at the 

high school level 

• students knew that the product was tangible and “real world” 

which fostered a sense of ownership and pride 

• experiments were conducted in Biology, Chemistry and 

Physics/Robotics 



Mobilizing Secondary School Students to Monitor Local 
Environmental Problems with Earth Observation Data 
(Slovenia from Space Project) 

Demonstrate how real problems in the local 

environment can be solved (e.g. beaver population) 



www.sparkfun.com 

www.makershed.com 

www.vssec.vic.edu.au 

Resources 

www.usfirst.org 

www.firstaustralia.org 



• Australian Institute of Physics (Victorian Education 

Branch) 

• International Astronautical Federation 

• BAE Systems 

• Rockwell Automation 

• Autodesk 

Thank You!! 
 

 

          Questions?           
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